
 

Immigrant and/or Refugee Information Questions 

The purpose of this survey is to ascertain the focus and work of organizations that are currently supporting Immigrant and/or Refugee 

populations with accessing mental health services, advocating on behalf of relevant mental health and wellness services, providing 

education and training, or conducting research and evaluation of the needs and services for Immigrants and/or Refugee populations.  

Your responses will help inform the facilitation of a series of community events designed to support stakeholder advocacy funding on 

behalf of Immigrant and Refugee populations in California.  

Electronic and in-person feedback will inform the process as we create an RFP for the Immigrant and Refugee population. A list of 

draft questions is included below. Please email responses to Angela Brand, MHSOAC Stakeholder Program Lead at: 

angela.brand@mhsoac.ca.gov. 

 Question Response 

 1 
Which specific Immigrant and/or Refugee 
populations do you serve? 

 

2 
Please tell us what your organization does to 
advocate for the mental health and wellness   
needs of Immigrants and/or Refugees. 

 

3 What age groups do you serve?  

mailto:angela.brand@mhsoac.ca.gov


4 
What counties, regions, or areas of the state do 
you serve? 

 

5 
How do you determine where service gaps may 
exist for Immigrants and/or Refugees you serve? 

 

6 
What have you identified as the most pressing 
mental health needs for the specific Immigrants 
and/or Refugees populations you serve? 

 

7 
What needs are being addressed by your 
organization?   

 

8 
What are the specific outcomes you are working 
toward? 

 

9 
What do you measure to determine the success 
of your approach?  

 



10 
Do you collaborate with other organizations? If 
so, why are collaborative efforts used and what is 
the purpose of the collaboration? 

 

11 

Please describe all of your outreach efforts and 
tell us which have been the most successful and 
why, and which have been the least successful 
and why.   

 

12 

Please describe the barriers that exist to 
delivering effective mental health and wellness 
services in your area or region and tell us how you 
believe these barriers should be addressed 

 

13 

What are the specific training and education 
needs for the Immigrant and/or Refugee 
populations you serve and the clinicians and 
community service providers who serve them? 

 

14 

What would organizations who serve the 
Immigrant and/or Refugee populations do with 
additional funding?   
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